Structure-activity relationships of 18 endogenous neuropeptides on the motor nervous system of the nematode Ascaris suum.
Neuropeptides play an important role in all nervous systems and structure-activity studies of related peptides is one approach to understanding this role. This study of the motor nervous system of the parasitic nematode Ascaris suum describes the physiological effects of a family of 18 endogenous Ascaris FMRFamide-like peptides (AF peptides) on the membrane potential and input resistance of the dorsal excitatory type 2 (DE2) and dorsal inhibitory (DI) motor neurons. These motor neurons are part of the final common output pathway from the motor nervous system to the somatic muscle cells responsible for locomotion. AF peptide effects on the frequency of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in DE2 motor neurons were also measured to infer peptide effects on central presynaptic spiking neurons. AF peptide injections into intact worms were made to assess their qualitative effects on behavior, providing a context for interpreting motor neuron data. One category of AF peptides, N-terminally extended -FIRFa peptides (AF5, AF7 and AF1), has pronounced behavioral effects and qualitatively similar, but quantitatively different effects on DE2 and DI motor neurons. A second category of AF peptides (AF2, AF9, and AF8) also produces dramatic behavioral effects and strong electrophysiological effects on DE2 and/or DI motor neurons. A third category of AF peptides, consisting of six members of the -PGVLRFa group (which are encoded by the same gene and have closely related sequences) and peptide AF11, have pronounced behavioral effects, but relatively weak or negligible effects on DE2 and DI motor neurons. A fourth category of AF peptides, also consisting of structurally unrelated members, has pronounced behavioral effects and, as individual peptides, similar effects on both DE2 and DI motor neurons; AF15 is excitatory, while AF17 and AF19 are inhibitory, on both motor neuron types. Finally, two AF peptides (AF6, AF16) are relatively weak or inactive in producing behavioral or motor neuronal effects. Based on comparisons of the effects of AF peptides on DE2 and DI motor neurons, a tentative list of 5 major response-types is proposed as a working hypothesis to guide the search for AF peptide receptors. The findings attest to the potential complexity of neurosignaling in this comparatively simple nervous system.